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We show how the fields and particles of the standard model can be naturally realized in non-

commutative gauge theory. Starting with a Yang-Mills matrix model in more than four dimensions, an

SUðnÞ gauge theory on a Moyal-Weyl space arises with all matter and fields in the adjoint of the gauge

group. We show how this gauge symmetry can be broken spontaneously down to SUð3Þc � SUð2ÞL �
Uð1ÞQ [resp. SUð3Þc �Uð1ÞQ], which couples appropriately to all fields in the standard model. An

additional Uð1ÞB gauge group arises which is anomalous at low energies, while the trace-Uð1Þ sector is
understood in terms of emergent gravity. A number of additional fields arise, which we assume to be

massive, in a pattern that is reminiscent of supersymmetry. The symmetry breaking might arise via

spontaneously generated fuzzy spheres, in which case the mechanism is similar to brane constructions in

string theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While no one knows how to describe physics at the
Planck scale, there are suggestions that it may be described
by some generalization of ordinary spaces which goes
under the generic name of noncommutative geometry [1–
4]. Regardless of the details of such a construction, the
noncommutative generalization of the coordinate functions
is given by matrices x� which satisfy commutation rela-
tions of the type

½x�; x�� ¼ i���; (1.1)

where ��� is a quantity of the order of the square of the
Planck length. An action is then naturally defined as some
kind of matrix model in terms of these noncommutative
coordinates, such as the models introduced in [5–7]. These
matrix models are known to describe noncommutative
gauge theory [8,9], and contain gravity as an emergent
phenomenon [10] à la Sakharov [11,12]. Thus they are
promising candidates for a quantum theory of fundamental
interactions. However, the noncommutative gauge theories
obtained in this manner are quite restrictive [13]: onlyUðnÞ
gauge groups (or possibly products thereof) are consistent,
fermions can be introduced only in the adjoint or possibly
(anti)fundamental representation, and the trace-Uð1Þ sector
is afflicted with the notorious UV/IR mixing [14–17].
Hence these models are often thought to be incompatible
with particle physics. There are proposals for how to
circumvent this restriction using additional structures
such as open Wilson lines or ‘‘Higgsac’’ fields [18]. This,

however, leads to other problems, e.g. with unitarity [19],
and a hypercharge sector suffering from UV/IR mixing.
The latter issue has been addressed in [16], in which a
model is constructed where the problematic trace-Uð1Þ
sectors of Uð4Þ �Uð3Þ �Uð2Þ are separated from the
hypercharge, but nevertheless they lead to unwanted low-
energy fields which are not understood. A different pro-
posal [20] is based on a Seiberg-Witten expansion in �,
which leads to models which can be viewed as the low-
energy effective action of some underlying noncommuta-
tive theory. Here the restriction for the gauge group does
not apply; however, such �-expanded models are typically
not renormalizable [21], and a different approach is needed
for a fundamental theory.
The main point of this paper is to demonstrate that the

simple matrix models for noncommutative gauge theory
may nevertheless lead to low-energy gauge theories which
are extensions of the standard model. In particular, we
show how all fermions in the standard model with their
appropriate charges can be accommodated. The principal
idea is to consider a matrix model which describes not only
the usual Moyal plane R4

�, but also extra dimensions en-

coded by additional matrices. These matrices correspond-
ing to extra dimensions can be equivalently interpreted as
scalar fields on R4

�, and can acquire nontrivial vacuum

expectation values leading, via the usual Higgs effect, to
spontaneous symmetry breaking. The extra-dimensional
matrices are assumed to have a finite spectrum and no
massless modes, similar in a sense to Connes’ approach
to the standard model in noncommutative geometry
[1,22,23]. The mechanism is essentially the same as the
generation of fuzzy extra dimensions in ordinary gauge
theory [24]; cf. [25]. The trace-Uð1Þ components and its
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UV/IR mixing were understood in [10] to be part of the
gravity sector and are not part of the low-energy gauge
theory. This allows us to resolve the problems with the
Uð1Þ sector found in previous formulations of the standard
model on the Moyal-Weyl plane [16,17] based on (prod-
ucts of) UðNÞ gauge groups.

The models we will describe below have some key
features of the standard model, mainly regarding symmetry
breaking, but are not yet phenomenologically viable, in the
sense that there are still several features which are unreal-
istic. However, the basic mechanism based on spontaneous
symmetry breaking of the underlying noncommutative
SUðNÞ [resp. UðNÞ] gauge theory is rather general, and it
is quite conceivable that more sophisticated versions might
be realistic. In particular, we will see that a promising line
of development is to consider the internal space as fuzzy
spheres, similar to [24]. Then the pattern which emerges is
quite similar to string-theoretical constructions of (exten-
sions of the) standard model [26–28], based on strings
stretching between branes. These modes are recovered
here as bi-modules of SUðniÞ subgroups of the spontane-
ously broken SUðNÞ gauge group. One of the main open
problems is the origin of chirality, and we only discuss
some possible avenues here. This problem is similar to the
commutative case [29], and can probably be solved by
invoking more sophisticated geometrical structures such
as orbifolds [30].

This paper is structured as follows. After recalling the
basic constructions of matrix models and noncommutative
gauge theory, we discuss in Sec. III the symmetry breaking
of SUðnÞ to products of SUðniÞ via extra dimensions. We
consider both a simplified effective treatment involving
only the low-energy degrees of freedom and a more so-
phisticated realization in terms of fuzzy spheres in extra
dimensions. Section IV contains the main results of the
paper, namely, the embedding of the standard model par-
ticles and fields in the basic matrices which are in the
adjoint of SUðNÞ, focusing on N ¼ 7. Electroweak sym-
metry breaking is discussed in Sec. V, as well as the
structure of the Yukawa couplings. Here we only exhibit
some qualitative aspects and discuss possible avenues for
further studies. Parts of the present paper have been pre-
sented in the proceedings [31].

II. THE MATRIX MODEL

We start with a Yang-Mills matrix model which in-
volves1 D ¼ 4þ n matrices Xa and a set of fermions:

SYM ¼ �ð2�Þ2 �
4
NC

g2
Trð½Xa; Xb�½Xa0 ; Xb0 ��aa0�bb0

þ ���a½Xa;��Þ; (2.1)

where Xa are infinite-dimensional Hermitian matrices
Matð1;CÞ, or operators in a Hilbert space H . �a gener-
ates the SOð1; D� 1Þ Clifford algebra, the metric �aa0 is
the flat Minkowski (or Euclidean), and � is a correspond-
ing (Grassmann-valued) spinor taking values in
Matð1;CÞ. We introduced a scale parameter �NC which
will be identified with the scale of noncommutativity be-
low, and g will be identified as a gauge coupling constant.
This model is invariant under the symmetry

Xa ! UXaU�1; U 2 UðH Þ: (2.2)

The equations of motion of the bosonic part of the model
are

½Xa; ½Xb; Xa0 ���aa0 ¼ 0: (2.3)

We will discuss the fermions later. There are several solu-
tions for this classical equation of motion, which we will
often call vacua in the following. Apart from the trivial one
(Xa ¼ 0) and the case in which all of the X’s commute, a
relevant vacuum for our model is the ‘‘scalar Moyal-Weyl’’
vacuum:

½Xa
0 ; X

b
0 � ¼ i�ab (2.4)

with �ab constant. The functions of the X0’s in this case
generate an algebra isomorphic (under appropriate regu-
larity conditions) to the algebra of functions on a
D-dimensional space multiplied with the Grönewold-
Moyal product. That is, given two functions f and g,
consider fðxÞ, gðxÞ as ordinary functions on the plane,
and fðXÞ, gðXÞ operators; then

fðXÞgðXÞ ¼ ðf ? gÞðXÞ (2.5)

with

ðf ? gÞðxÞ ¼ e�ði=2Þ�ab@xa@yb fðxÞgðyÞjx¼y: (2.6)

We interpret this as the fact that the vacuum (2.4) describes
a noncommutative space where the coordinates have a
nontrivial constant commutator, the noncommutative
space RD

� . The bosonic action has a gauge invariance

defined by conjugation with unitary elements of the alge-
bra; since we are considering functions of X, we consider
these unitary elements as unitary matrix functions UðXÞ to
which corresponds a function of x which is, as usual, a
phase. We call this association of functions of the matrices
with functions on an ordinary space the Moyal-Weyl limit.
Another vacuum of interest is

�X a ¼ Xa
0 � 1n: (2.7)

In this case theMoyal-Weyl limit is given by matrix-valued
functions on RD

� and the gauge symmetry is given by

1The case D ¼ 10 is of particular interest. In this case it is
possible to impose a Majorana-Weyl condition on �, and the
model admits an extended supersymmetry [6]. On a four-
dimensional Moyal-Weyl background as discussed below, the
model then reduces to the N ¼ 4 super-Yang-Mills on R4

�, which
is expected to be well behaved upon quantization.
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unitary elements of the algebra of n� n matrices of func-
tions of the X0. We say that this theory has a noncommu-
tative UðnÞ gauge symmetry because in the semiclassical
limit it corresponds to a non-Abelian gauge theory.

A. Moyal-Weyl, gauge theory, and extra dimensions

Let us now consider the case in which not all dimensions
have the same significance. Split the D matrices as

Xa ¼ ðX�;XiÞ; � ¼ 0; . . . ; 3; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n

(2.8)

into four ‘‘spacetime’’ generators X� which will be inter-
preted as (quantized) coordinate functions, and n genera-
tors Xi which are interpreted as extra dimensions. More
specifically, we consider a background (i.e. a solution) of
the matrix model where four spacetime generators X�

generate the Moyal-Weyl quantum plane R4
�,

�X � ¼ X�
0 � 1N;

�Xi ¼ 0 (2.9)

which satisfies

½ �X�; �X�� ¼ i��� � 1N; ½ �X�; �Xi� ¼ 0: (2.10)

Here we assume ��� ¼ const for simplicity. This back-
ground preserves the symmetry SUðNÞ which commutes
with X�.

Now consider small fluctuations around this solution,

X� ¼ �X� þA�; �i ¼ �2
NCX

i; (2.11)

so that X� has dimension length and �i has dimension
length�1 and can be considered (also dimensionally) a field
from the four-dimensional point of view. As shown in [10]
and recalled in Sec. II B, the trace-Uð1Þ fluctuations give
rise to the gravitational degrees of freedom which lead to
an effective (‘‘emergent’’) metric and gravity. For the sake
of the present paper we will ignore these Uð1Þ degrees of
freedom and concentrate on traceless fluctuations, assum-
ing a flat Moyal-Weyl background with Minkowski signa-
ture. The remaining SUðNÞ-valued fluctuations

A � ¼ ����A�
�ðxÞ � �� (2.12)

then correspond to SUðNÞ-valued gauge fields, while the
fluctuations in the internal degrees of freedom,

�i ¼ �i;�ðxÞ � ��; (2.13)

correspond to scalar fields in the adjoint. The matrix model
action (2.1) therefore describes SUðNÞ gauge theory on R4

�

coupled to n scalar fields. From now on we will drop the �
sign whenever there is no risk of confusion.

Noncommutative gauge theory is obtained from the
matrix model using the following basic observation:

½ �X� þA�; f� ¼ i���

�
@

@ �x�
þ i½A�; :�

�
f � i���D�f:

(2.14)

The matrix model action (2.1) can then be written as

SYM ¼ 1

g2

Z
d4 �x trðG��0

G��0
F��F�0�0

þ 2G��D��
iD��

i�ij � ½�i;�j�½�i0 ;�j0 ��ij�i0j0

þ �� 6D�þ ���i½�i;��Þ: (2.15)

This is the action of an SUðNÞ gauge theory2 on R4
�, with

the effective metric given by

G�� ¼ 	���0
���

0
��0�0 ; 	 ¼ ðdet���Þ�1=2 ¼: �4

NC;

(2.16)

which satisfies
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffijGjp ¼ 1. Here F�� ¼ @�A� � @�A� þ

i½A�; A�� is the field strength on R4
�,

D� � @� þ i½A�; :� (2.17)

is the covariant derivative for fields in the adjoint, and tr ()
denotes the trace over the SUðNÞ components. The effec-
tive Dirac operator is given by

6D� ¼ ��½X�;�� � i
�D�� (2.18)

where [32]


� ¼ ffiffiffiffi
	

p
���

��; f
�; 
�g ¼ 2G��: (2.19)

The fermions have been rescaled appropriately, and a
constant shift as well as total derivatives in the action are
dropped. Note that g is now identified as the coupling
constant for the non-Abelian gauge fields on R4

�.

B. Fluctuations of the vacuum, emergent gravity, and
gauge theory

As explained above, fluctuations of Xa can be parame-
trized in terms of gauge fields A� and scalar fields �i on

R4
�. At first sight, this might suggest that the action (2.15)

describes UðnÞ gauge theory on R4
�. However, this inter-

pretation is not quite correct: it turns out [10] that the
trace-Uð1Þ fluctuations of bothA� and�i describe gravi-
tational degrees of freedom which modify the geometry of
R4

�, defining an effective (emergent) geometry given by

G��ðxÞ ¼ e�����0 ðxÞ���0 ðxÞg�0�0 ðxÞ;
i���ðxÞ ¼ ifx�; x�g � ½X�; X��;

g�� ¼ ��� þ @��
i@��i;

e� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
det���ðxÞ detg��ðxÞ

q
:

(2.20)

The SUðnÞ-valued components of A� and �i describe
non-Abelian gauge fields (resp. scalar fields) which in the
semiclassical limit (denoted by �) couple to the effective
metricG��ðxÞ. Note that the ‘‘would-beUð1Þ gauge fields’’

2The Uð1Þ components are gravitational degrees of freedom
and will be ignored here.
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A�1 are absorbed in the Poisson structure ���ðxÞ ¼
����ð �xÞ � ����0 ����

0
F�0�0 , and similarly the Uð1Þ degrees

of freedom of �i are absorbed in g��ðxÞ. In the following

we will ignore the gravitational degrees of freedom and
only keep the SUðnÞ-valued components of A� and �i,
focusing on the flat Moyal-Weyl space R4

�.

III. SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING IN
EXTRA DIMENSIONS

In this section we will present two mechanisms to break
the gauge symmetry from SUðnÞ down to a smaller
group—the first with one constant extra dimension and
the second with inner fuzzy spheres. The two mechanisms
are not really different because the former can be seen as an
effective model of the latter. Only the bosonic part will be
discussed in this section as well. Both models are some-
what analogous to a grand unified theory (GUT)-like
model, where the breaking is realized through a Higgs in
the adjoint.

A. Single-coordinate effective breaking

The mechanism for how to obtain nontrivial low-energy
gauge groups and particle spectra can be understood in a
simple way as follows. Consider a model with �X� as in

(2.10), but this time with a single extra dimension which
we call X�, which in a suitable vacuum takes the form

hX�i ¼
�112

�212

�313

0
BBB@

1
CCCA: (3.1)

Here �’s are constant3 quantities with the dimensions of
length, which are assumed to be distinct. These new coor-
dinates are still solutions of the equations of motion be-
cause ½X�; hX�i� ¼ 0 i.e. ��� ¼ 0, which in turn implies
that G�� ¼ 0 regardless of the value of ���. Therefore
the extra coordinate is not geometric and does not corre-
spond to propagating degrees of freedom from the four-
dimensional point of view. The new coordinate is not
invariant for the transformation

hX�i ! UhX�iUy � hX�i (3.2)

for a generic U 2 SUð7Þ. The traceless generators com-
muting with hX�i generate the surviving gauge group
SUð2Þ � SUð2Þ � SUð3Þ �Uð1Þ �Uð1Þ.
In the bosonic action as in Sec. II A the spacetime (��)

part of the action remains unchanged, while for the ��
components we obtain, in the Moyal-Weyl background,

½ �X� þA�;X�� ¼ i���D�X
� ¼ i���ð@� þ iA�ÞX�;

�ð2�Þ2 Tr½X�;X��½X�;X����� ¼
Z

d4xG��ð@�X�@�X
� � ½A�;X

��½A�;X
��Þ:

(3.3)

Note that the mixed terms
R
@�X�½A�;X

�� ¼ � 1
2

R
X�½@�A�;X

�� ¼ 0 vanish, assuming the Lorentz gauge @�A� ¼ 0.

Now consider the vacuum (3.1). Since X� and hX�i commute, this means hX�i ¼ const and the first term in the integral
above vanishes. We can therefore separate the fluctuations of this extra dimension which are a field, the (high-energy)
Higgs field. In the action the first term is nothing but the derivative of it. The second term instead is

½A�; hX�i� ¼
0 ð�2 � �1ÞA�

12 ð�3 � �1ÞA�
13

ð�1 � �2ÞA�
21 0 ð�3 � �2ÞA�

23

ð�1 � �3ÞA�
31 ð�2 � �3ÞA�

32 0

0
B@

1
CA; (3.4)

where we consider the block form of A�,

A� ¼
A
�
11 A

�
12 A

�
13

A�
21 A�

22 A�
23

A
�
31 A

�
32 A

�
33

0
B@

1
CA: (3.5)

Therefore (3.3) leads to the mass terms for the off-diagonal
gauge fields,

� ð2�Þ2 Tr½X�; hX�i�½X�; hX�i����

¼
Z

d4xG��

�Xð�i � �jÞ2A�;ijA�;ji

�
; (3.6)

which is nothing but the usual Higgs effect. If we now
assume that the differences �i � �j are large, say of the
grand-unification scale, it is easy to see that all nondiago-
nal blocks of A� acquire large masses m2

ij � ð�i � �jÞ2,
thus effectively decoupling.
In order to approach the standard model, we will assume

the following version of the above mechanism:

hX�i ¼
�112

�2�3

�313

0
@

1
A (3.7)

with �1 � �2 � �3. Then the surviving traceless gauge
group is given by SUð3Þ � SUð2Þ �Uð1Þ �Uð1Þ �Uð1Þ,
and the off-diagonal gauge fields A�;ij for i, j labeling the3Actually it is sufficient that they commute with the �X’s.
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four blocks acquire a mass as in (3.6). Again, this may
simply be a crude picture of some more sophisticated
mechanism involving fuzzy spheres (branes) in extra di-
mensions, as discussed below. This then comes very close
to some of the proposals for how to recover the standard
model using branes and strings stretching between them;
cf. [26,27]. Thus in a sense we show how such a mecha-
nism can be realized in the matrix model framework.

B. Fuzzy sphere breaking

According to the splitting of the matrices into a non-
commutative spacetime R4

� and ‘‘extra’’ generators X
i, it is

quite natural to add extra terms to the potential and add a
potential term involving quadratic and cubic terms in the
fluctuations �i defined in (2.11):

Vsoftð�iÞ ¼ 2 Trðc2�i�j�ij þ ic3"ijk�
i�j�kÞ

¼ 2�4
NC

Z
d4x trðc2�i�j�ij þ ic3"ijk�

i�j�kÞ:
(3.8)

From the point of view of field theory on R4
�, these amount

to soft (resp. relevant) terms which may (partially) break
the global SOðnÞ symmetry, as well as supersymmetry if
applicable. In particular, they may be generated upon
quantization. The full one-loop effective potential can
have more complicated effective potentials, but for the
present work we will limit our considerations to these
terms.

The bosonic part of the action (2.1) now becomes the
following gauge theory action on R4

�,

SYM ¼
Z

d4x
1

g2
trF��F�0�0G��0

G��0

þ 2�4
NC

Z
d4x tr

�
1

g2
G��D��

iD��
i

��4
NC

2g2
½�i;�j�½�i0 ;�j0 ��ii0�jj0 þ c2�

i�j�ij

þ ic3"ijk�
i�j�k

�
(3.9)

with G��0
as in (2.16). We omit here surface terms (such asR

d4xF�����), as well as all trace-Uð1Þ degrees of freedom
which are part of the gravitational sector.

Scalar fields and spontaneous symmetry breaking.—
Assuming that the extra coordinates commute with the
spacetime ones, ½Xi; X�� ¼ ½�i; X�� ¼ 0, or that, in other
words, in the Moyal-Weyl vacuum they commute with the
x’s, the above action leads to the following equation of
motion for the scalar fields:

2�4
NC

g2
½�j; ½�i;�j0 ���jj0 þ 2c2�

i þ 3

2
ic3"ijk½�j;�k� ¼ 0:

(3.10)

This equation has the solution

h�ii ¼ aJiN; (3.11)

where JiN are generators of the N � N representation of
SUð2Þ,

½JiN; JjN� ¼ i"ijkJ
k
N; JiNJ

i
N ¼ N2 � 1

4
: (3.12)

This solution is interpreted as a fuzzy sphere [33] with
radius

� ¼ a

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N2

i � 1
q

(3.13)

as in [24]. The equations of motion then reduce to

2�4
NC

g2
a2 þ 2c2 � 3c3a ¼ 0; (3.14)

which generically has two solutions. It is important to note
that one of them really is a global minimum of the potential
for �i (3.9):

V½�i� ¼ tr

�
��4

NC

2g2
½�i;�j�½�i0 ;�j0 ��ii0�jj0 þ c2�

i�j�ij

þ ic3"ijk�
i�j�k

�

¼ �N

�
�4�4

NC

2g2
þ c2�

2 � c3�
3

�
: (3.15)

This potential has either one or two degenerate minima as a
function of �, and (3.11) is the physical vacuum of the
model. The SUðNÞ gauge symmetry is then broken com-
pletely by the presence of a fuzzy sphere in the internal
space.
A physically more relevant vacuum could be the one

corresponding to a ‘‘stack’’ of fuzzy spheres as proposed in
[24], in particular,4

h�ii ¼
a1J

i
N1

� 12 0 0

0 a2J
i
N2

� �3 0

0 0 a3J
i
N3

� 13

0
B@

1
CA;
(3.16)

which gives an explicit realization of (3.7). Each of the
blocks corresponds to a fuzzy sphere S2Ni

with radius �i.

More precisely, the last block has a threefold multiplicity,
which can be interpreted as a stack of three coinciding
fuzzy spheres with radius �3. If these fuzzy spheres are
large, then the fluctuations around this vacuum effectively
‘‘see’’ only the radius of the fuzzy spheres. Thus at low
energies we are very close to the case of the previous
subsection. The symmetry in the vacuum (3.16) is broken
down to SUð3Þ � SUð2Þ �Uð1Þ �Uð1Þ �Uð1Þ, which
is very close to what we want. Note that by setting e.g.

4More sophisticated versions are of course conceivable [34].
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�1 ¼ �2 and N1 ¼ N2 the symmetry is enhanced, and
more sophisticated symmetry breaking processes with sev-
eral steps (resp. scales) are conceivable.

An important bonus compared with standard Higgs sce-
narios is that the above Higgs fields have a natural geo-
metrical interpretation in terms of compact fuzzy spaces.
The double commutator has an interpretation in terms of a
higher-dimensional curvature, and the additional potential
(3.8) is cubic. This should lead to milder renormalization
properties and less fine-tuning compared with the standard
�4 case, as observed in [24].

Massive vector bosons and Higgs effect.—The masses
of the four-dimensional non-Abelian gauge bosons A� in

the presence of such a fuzzy sphere vacuumwere studied in
[24]. The result is essentially the same as in Sec. III A; i.e.
the off-diagonal components A�;ij for i � j acquire a mass

due to the term trG��D��
iD��

i, provided ð�i; NiÞ �
ð�j; NjÞ. For the diagonal blocks, only the l ¼ 0 mode of

the decomposition of MatðNiÞ ¼ �2Ni�1
l¼0 Yl;m into fuzzy

spherical harmonics remains massless, while all higher
Kaluza-Klein modes acquire a mass m2 � �2�4

NClðlþ
1Þ. This is nothing but a geometrical version of the usual
Higgs effect. Therefore the low-energy sector of such a
fuzzy sphere vacuum is essentially captured by the effec-
tive single-variable description in Sec. III A. However, the
fuzzy sphere scenario provides a natural origin of a Higgs
potential with a nontrivial minimum, which is not seen in
the single-variable description.

IV. PARTICLE ASSIGNMENTS, CHARGES, AND
SYMMETRIES

In this section we show how the fermions in the standard
model can be naturally accommodated in the framework of
matrix models. This is nontrivial because the fermions in
the matrix model are necessarily in the adjoint of some
basic SUðNÞ gauge group. In a later section we will also
show how electroweak symmetry can be broken through a
somewhat modified Higgs sector, and the Yukawa cou-
plings are obtained.

We start with the matrix model of Sec. III in D ¼ 4þ n
dimensions. Thus the fermions are realized as
D-dimensional spinors � in the adjoint of SUðNÞ, and
there are n scalar fields �i in the adjoint of SUðNÞ as
well as the four-dimensional gauge fields5 A�.

The basic idea is to assume that the fundamental SUðNÞ
gauge group is spontaneously broken in several steps down
to the low-energy gauge group SUð3Þ �Uð1Þ of the stan-
dard model. It is natural to assume that the various (inter-
mediate and low-energy) gauge groups are realized as
block-diagonal subgroups of SUðNÞ. We will show in a
later section how this can be realized by spontaneous

compactification on fuzzy internal spaces. In this section,
we simply assume that in a first step (at very high energy)
the block-matrix decomposition in Sec. III has occurred
and that, therefore, the symmetry is broken to SUð3Þ �
SUð2Þ �Uð1Þ �Uð1Þ �Uð1Þ as in (3.7). We assign the
fermions accordingly by the matrix

� ¼ L4�4 Q
Q0 03�3

� �
: (4.1)

Here the 4� 4 block L will contain the leptons which are
color-blind, and Q (resp. Q0) will contain the quarks
[which we assume to be in ð�3Þ here for convenience]. We
drop all fermions in the adjoint of an unbroken gauge
group; i.e. we assume that they are very massive. This is
plausible if this block arises from Kaluza-Klein modes on
some fuzzy sphere as discussed above; in principle, such
fermions would correspond to gauginos. We denote the off-
diagonal blocks according to (3.7) as

L ¼
02�2 LL

L0
L

0 eR
e0R 0

0
@

1
A; LL ¼ ~lL lL

� �
;

lL ¼ �L

eL

� �
; ~lL ¼ ~eL

~�L

� �
:

(4.2)

Here lL will be the standard (left-handed) leptons, and eR
the right-handed electron. Fields with a prime may either
be related to the unprimed ones through some conjugation,
or be independent new fields, or they may vanish for some

reason; this will be discussed below. In particular, ~l will
correspond to additional leptons, which may be present at
some energy, or which may be null; at present, the model
allows them and we will keep the term. The quarks split
accordingly as

Q ¼ QL

QR

� �
; QL ¼ uL

dL

� �
; QR ¼ dR

uR

� �
; (4.3)

which will again correspond to the standard quarks. This
gives the following general fermionic matrix,

� ¼
02�2 LL QL

L0
L

0 eR
e0R 0

QR

Q0
L Q0

R 03�3

0
BB@

1
CCA: (4.4)

The correct hypercharge, electric charge, and baryon num-
ber are then reproduced by the following traceless gener-
ators:

Y ¼
02�2

��3

� 1
313�3

0
B@

1
CAþ 1

7
1; (4.5)5Which in turn are obtained as fluctuations of the covariant

coordinates in the matrix model.
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Q ¼ T3 þ Y

2
¼ 1

2

�3

��3

� 1
313�3

0
B@

1
CAþ 1

14
1;

(4.6)

B ¼
0

0
� 1

313�3

0
B@

1
CAþ 1

7
1; (4.7)

which act in the adjoint. For easy reference we display the
charges ðQ; Y; BÞ of these block matrices for the above
generators:

ðQ; Y; BÞ� ¼
02�2

ð1; 1; 0Þ
ð0; 1; 0Þ

� � ð0;�1; 0Þ
ð�1;�1; 0Þ

� � ð23 ; 13 ; 13Þð� 1
3 ;

1
3 ;

1
3Þ

 !

� 0 ð�1;�2; 0Þ
� 0

ð� 1
3 ;� 2

3 ;
1
3Þð23 ; 43 ; 13Þ

 !

� � 03�3

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA; (4.8)

as it should be, omitting the obvious lower-diagonal en-
tries. In particular, the charges of the exotic leptons ~l are
those of Higgsinos.

The main result is that all particles of the standard model
with the correct quantum numbers fit naturally into this
framework, based on matrices in the adjoint of a funda-
mental SUðNÞ gauge symmetry. This is very important
because the only representations which can be realized in
noncommutative gauge theory6 are fundamental, antifun-
damental, and adjoint representations of UðNÞ gauge
groups. Matrix models provide a natural framework to
study the quantization of NC gauge theory in a nonpertur-
bative way. In order to be free of UV/IR mixing, it appears
that only the IKKT matrix model, or close relatives, is
consistent at the quantum level, which contains only ma-
trices in the adjoint. This is a strong and predictive con-
straint, which restricts the freedom in model building, with
the added bonus of an intrinsic gravity sector [10]. Perhaps
the main result of this paper is that realistic models for
particle physics appear feasible within this framework.

There is some freedom in relation to the primed fermi-
ons appearing in the lower block of the matrix (4.1), and we
need to understand the relation among the upper- and
lower-diagonal blocks. It is likely that a supersymmetric
version of this model can be built, and in that framework
some of the zeros of the matrix can be filled by super-

symmetric partners, and the additional leptons ~l could be
identified with Higgsinos.

Let us discuss some possibilities for how fermions may
arise in the off-diagonal blocks. We first need to understand
the relation between the upper-diagonal and the lower-
diagonal components. We note that the upper and lower
triangles in the matrix are exchanged under Hermitian
conjugation, which is part of charge conjugation.

Therefore, as we will see in detail in the following, the

role of primed and unprimed elements is exchanged in ��.
There are three obvious choices for the primed fermions.

(1) If � ¼ �C is a Majorana-Weyl fermion in the fun-
damental matrix model, then the lower-diagonal
components are related with the upper-diagonal
ones directly by charge conjugation. This choice
may be natural in the presence of ten dimensions,
in which case it is possible to have fermions which
are both Majorana and Weyl.

(2) One can set the primed fermions equal to zero, so
that � is an upper-triangular matrix. The lower part
of the matrix will appear in �c , which will be lower
triangular. This choice has several advantages, as we
will see in the following, but it seems ‘‘ad hoc,’’
without an explanation at the present. This may be
related to the presence of a magnetic flux [29].

(3) If both upper- and lower-diagonal components are
nonvanishing and not related via conjugation, the
model is nonchiral, corresponding to a mirror
model. Then one has to explain why each single
sector has an independent cancellation of anomalies,
which would be canceled by the mirrors anyway; we
refrain from speculating on a possible relevance to
dark matter, given the present state of the art.

In the latter two cases the lower-triangular one can be
seen as an instance of the presence of fermion doubling,
which is a known phenomenon in noncommutative geome-
try [23,35]. At this stage it is really a matter of taste if one
prefers to eliminate the lower triangle of the matrix, setting
it to zero, or to keep it as a mirror world. With the former
choice one is setting to zero a sector which is, in principle,
present, but which can give unwanted couplings.
The correct chirality assignment is put in by hand here.

There is also a slot which could naturally accommodate

additional leptons ~lL. Notice also that the scheme is natu-

6At a fundamental level i.e. without resorting to an effective
Seiberg-Witten expansion.
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rally suited for supersymmetry, since all particles and fields
arise from matrices in the adjoint of SUðNÞ.

The fullUðNÞmodel is certainly free of anomalies. After
symmetry breaking, the Uð1ÞB gauge symmetry may turn
out to be anomalous, as it often does in string theory [28],
and we assume that the corresponding gauge boson be-
comes massive through some version of the Green-
Schwarz mechanism. Furthermore, the additional leptons
~l lead to an anomaly unless their lower-diagonal partners ~l

are also present; this strongly suggests that ~l should be set
to zero.

These ambiguities indicate that an additional mecha-
nism is required to single out the correct physical result.
In particular, it is very interesting that the above scheme is
very similar to constructions in string theory [26–28],
where the standard model is realized in terms of four stacks
of branes with exactly the above gauge groups, and parti-
cles realized as strings stretched between these branes. The
latter correspond precisely to the off-diagonal blocks, and
there seems to be a correspondence between the possibil-
ities indicated above and the different versions of this
construction in string theory. This suggests that additional
structures such as intersecting branes should be considered
in the matrix model framework. This is probably possible,
and e.g. branes with fluxes were recently realized in [29].
In particular, fuzzy orbifolds [30] appear to realize the
above structures in a chiral model. We will not investigate
these in the present paper.

Here we do not claim to have the final answer; rather, we
want to point out possible directions which should be
pursued elsewhere. We take this similarity with string
theory as additional encouragement. However, we want
to stress that our approach offers advantages over string
theory, simply because the matrix model is a very specific
and predictive framework. For example, the branes real-
ized as fuzzy spheres are naturally obtained as stable
minima of the potential (3.15). Furthermore, this result
shows clearly that there is no obstacle to describe (an
extension of) the standard model within the framework
of noncommutative gauge theory. The mechanism is ap-
plicable to models which are expected to be well defined at
the quantum level, in particular, the IKKT model [6].

V. ELECTROWEAK BREAKING

Now we show how electroweak symmetry breaking
might be realized in this framework. To explain the idea
we will first present a simplified version where the Higgs is
realized in terms of a single extra coordinate (resp. scalar)
field. In Sec. VB we then discuss a more elaborate version
involving extra coordinates (resp. Higgs fields), which
form an ‘‘electroweak’’ fuzzy sphere. This is again not
intended as a realistic model, but it shows that a suitable
Higgs potential can naturally arise within the present
framework.

A. Electroweak Higgs and Yukawa coupling

The Higgs field connects the left and right sectors of
leptons, and is otherwise color-blind; it is therefore natural
to consider, along the lines of Sec. III A, another extra
coordinate which will necessarily have to be off diagonal.
The following matrix has the correct characteristics:

X � ¼ ��2
NC

02�2 � 02�3

�y 02�2 02�2

03�2 03�2 03�3

0
@

1
A; (5.9)

where we use again the notations of Sec. III A and consider
the extra variable X, its vacuum expectation value, and the
fluctuations which are a physical field. The Higgs � is a
2� 2 matrix which is actually composed of two doublets
(which form the Higgs content of the minimal supersym-
metric standard model), i.e. two scalar doublets with op-
posite hypercharges:

� ¼ ~’ ’
� �

: (5.10)

The vacuum expectation value of � is an off-diagonal
matrix:

h�i ¼ 0 v
~v 0

� �
: (5.11)

All other components (possibly even some of the compo-
nents of �) are assumed to be very massive, e.g. due to the
commutator with the high-energy breaking discussed
before.
Now consider the fermionic part of the action (2.1),

which can be written on R4
� in the form (2.15). The part

involving X� gives the usual Dirac action as in (2.15), and
the part involving X� yields the Yukawa couplings

SY ¼ Tr ��
�½X�;�� (5.12)

giving mass to the fermions. Here 
� is an extra-

dimensional gamma matrix corresponding to X�. We write

�� ¼ �y
0 ¼
02�2

�L0
L

�Q0
L

�LL
0 �e0R
�eR 0

�Q0
R

�QL
�QR 03�3

0
BBB@

1
CCCA: (5.13)

Then the full Yukawa term without any omissions or
further assumptions is

SY ¼ Tr

�
� �L0
�

0 eR
e0R 0

� �
�y � �Q0

L
�Q
0
R�

y

þ �LL
��
0 eR
e0R 0

� �
þ 0 �e0R

�eR 0

� �

�ð�yL� L0�Þ

� �Q0
R
�Q

0
L�þ �QL
��QR þ �QR
��

yQLÞ:
(5.14)

We now impose 
� ¼ 
5, which is natural since in this

way the five-dimensional Clifford algebra is closed, and
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5LL ¼ þLL; 
5QL ¼ þQL;


5QR ¼ �QR; 
5eR ¼ �eR;
(5.15)

with this assumption, and we see that the couplings turn out
to be the correct ones. Only opposite chiralities couple in
such a Yukawa term.

The construction is quite solid and works in all three
cases for the primed and unprimed fermions. In the case for
which the primed fermions vanish, only a few terms will
survive. In the case of Majorana fermions the couplings are
the ones needed to give Dirac masses to Majorana fermi-
ons. In the case of mirror fermions there is no coupling
among mirror and ordinary fermions, so that the mirror
world effectively decouples.

The extra fermion doublet ~l does not couple with the
remaining leptons with the option of setting the primed
fermions to zero. If the primed sector is the conjugate
sector of Majorana fermions, there is a coupling of eR
and ~eL which may cause problems. Note that in this model
the masses and the Yukawa couplings of leptons and
quarks turn out to be the same and there is no way to
differentiate them. A breaking with fuzzy spheres dis-
cussed below gives more structure to the extra dimensions
and may create differences.

Assuming

h�i ¼ 0 v
~v 0

� �
(5.16)

with v and ~v real, we get that the quark contribution to the
action is

�Q
5

0 �

�y 0

 !
Q� �Q0
5Q0 0 �y

� 0

 !

¼ �vð �dRdL � �dLdR � �d0Rd0L þ �d0Ld0RÞ
� ~vð �uRuL � �uLuR � �u0Ru0L þ �u0Lu0RÞ: (5.17)

The lepton part of the action is instead

�L
�½L; �� ¼ �~vð� �eLeR þ �eReL þ �e0LeR � �eRe
0
LÞ

� vð� �eR~e
0
L þ �e0R~eL � �~eLe

0
R þ �~e0LeRÞ:

(5.18)

Note that with the choice (5.16) the leptons of the ~l doublet
do not have mass terms, but have spurious coupling to the
ordinary leptons. It is possible to set them to zero in this
scheme, but then we get that the mass of the electron is the
same as the one of the up quark. Note also that if we relax
the reality requirement on the v’s, then the coefficients of
�eLeR and �eReL are complex conjugates of each other, and
the same will hold for quarks. There is no problem in
setting the primed fermions to zero; the Hermitian con-

jugates appear naturally because of ��, and if we set ~l ¼ 0
then there also is no problem for Majorana spinors. Mirror
fermions again have no problems, except that it is still not

clear how to give them large mass. It is still too early for a
complete analysis of the various choices for the couplings
since we are not yet at the stage to be building a completely
realistic model. For example, there are no generations, nor
different couplings, for the different gauge groups, and this
points to the necessity of the refinement of the model.

B. Electroweak breaking by fuzzy spheres

Consider fuzzy sphere breaking at high energies (at the
GUT scale, say) described in Sec. III B and, in particular,
the stack of fuzzy sphere breaking described in (3.16). The
residual gauge symmetry in this case is SUð3Þ � SUð2Þ �
Uð1ÞQ �Uð1ÞY �Uð1ÞB. Wewill later discuss the splitting

into SUð4Þ � SUð3Þ �Uð1Þ corresponding to the 4� 4
lepton block plus the 3� 3 color block.
As in Sec. III B, we assume that there are additional

quadratic and cubic terms as in (3.8) in the effective
potential

VHðX�
i Þ ¼ Tr

�
� 1

g2
½X�

i ;X
�
j �2 þ c2X

�
i X

�
j �

ij

þ ic3"
ijkX

�
i X

�
j X

�
k

�
(5.19)

at the electroweak scale. A possible minimum of this
potential is given by the following fuzzy sphere,7 S2EW�I:

hX�
1 i ¼ �H

�3 0
0 �3

� �
¼ 1 � �3;

hX�
2 i ¼ �H

0 �2

�2 0

� �
¼ �1 � �2;

hX�
3 i ¼ �H

0 �1

�1 0

� �
¼ �1 � �1:

(5.20)

This breaks the symmetry SUð3Þ � SUð2Þ �Uð1ÞQ �
Uð1ÞY �Uð1ÞB of (3.16) down to SUð3Þ �Uð1ÞQ �
Uð1ÞB, and we have indeed achieved the desired electro-

weak symmetry breaking. Observe that hX�
2 i and hX�

3 i are
very similar to the two Higgs doubletsH, ~H in the minimal
supersymmetric standard model, with an additional third

Higgs hX�
1 i in the diagonal blocks. Since the off-diagonal

blocks are assumed to have definite chirality as in the
standard model, this diagonal Higgs does not contribute
to the Yukawa couplings. However, it does contribute to the
mass of the W	 and Z bosons. This will be discussed
below.
Alternatively, if we start from a vacuum

h�ii ¼
a1J

i
N1

� 14 0

0 a3J
i
N3

� 13

 !
; (5.21)

with SUð4Þ � SUð3Þ �Uð1Þ symmetry, then the single

7Here we indicate only the relevant 4� 4 block in square
brackets and drop the color blocks.
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fuzzy sphere (5.20) is not sufficient, since it commutes with

the generators X0�
i ¼ QX

�
i ,

hX0�
1i ¼ �0

H

1 0
0 �1

� �
¼ �3 � 1;

hX0�
2i ¼ �0

H

0 �i�1

i�1 0

� �
¼ �2 � �1;

hX0�
3i ¼ �0

H

0 �i�1

�i�2 0

� �
¼ ��2 � �2:

(5.22)

The above six matrices generate an SOð4Þ Lie algebra

½hX�
i i; hX�

j i� ¼ �2i"ijk�HhX�
k i;

½hX�
i i; hX0�

ji� ¼ 2i"ijk�
0
HhX0�

k i;

½hX0�
ii; hX0�

ji� ¼ �2i"ijk
�02
H

�H

hX�
k i;

1

�2
H

hX�
i ihX�

i i ¼
1

�02
H

hX0�
iihX0�

ii ¼ 14�4:

(5.23)

The two commuting SOð3Þ algebras are then

hX	�
ii ¼

1

2�H

hX�
i i 	

1

2�0
H

hX0�
ii (5.24)

and they represent two fuzzy spheres which commute with
Q (and of course the identity).

Thus in that case we can achieve the desired symmetry
breaking down to SUð3Þ �Uð1ÞQ �Uð1ÞB using these two
fuzzy spheres. There may be important differences be-
tween these scenarios depending on the energy scales of
these spheres, and more detailed work is required before
claiming any direct phenomenological relevance. In any
case, our main point is that it seems feasible to obtain a
(near-)realistic extension of the standard model by these or
similar mechanisms. The essential ingredients, notably the
stacks of various fuzzy spheres, are similar to string-
theoretical constructions of (extensions of the) standard
model using branes in extra dimensions. Similar ideas
are also used in [24,30].

The coordinates of the fuzzy spheres couple with the

fermions in the action (2.15) via the term ���i½�i;��, with
the �’s proportional to the X’s as in (2.11) and the 
’s of
the internal dimensions represented as diagonal matrices in
the 7� 7 gauge matrix space. The Yukawa couplings for
the fuzzy sphere (5.20) are then (omitting the proportional
factor �H)

tr ��½X1
�;�� ¼ � �dLdL þ �dRdR þ 2�eReR þ �uLuL � �uRuR

þ 2 ���� 2�~� ~�þ �d0Ld0L � �d0Rd0R � 2�e0Re0R
� �u0Lu0L þ �u0Ru0R � 2 ��0�0 þ 2�~�0~�0;

tr ��½X2
�;�� ¼ �i �dRdL þ i �dLdR þ i �eLeR þ i �uRuL

� i �uLuR � i�~e0LeR � i �d0Rd0L þ i �d0Ld0R
þ i �e0R~eL � i �e0ReL � i �eReL þ i �eR~e

0
L

� i�~eLe
0
R þ i �e0Le0R þ i �u0Re0L � i �u0Lu0R;

tr ��½X�
3 ;�� ¼ �dRdL þ �dLdR þ �eLeR þ �uRuL þ �uLuR

� �~eL
0eR � �d0Rd0L � �d0Ld0R þ �e0R~eL � �e0ReL

þ �eReL � �eR~e
0
L � �~eLe

0
R � �e0Le0R � �u0Re0L

� i �u0Lu0R; (5.25)

while if one considers the pair of spheres (5.23) (setting
�H ¼ �0

H ¼ 1 for simplicity) one obtains

tr ��½Xþ�
1 ;�� ¼ �eLeL þ �~eL~eL þ �eReR þ �uLuL � �uRuR

þ 2 ���� �e0Le0L � �~e0L~e0L � �e0Re0R � �u0Lu0L
þ �u0Ru0R � 2 ��0�0;

tr ��½Xþ�
2 ;�� ¼ i �uRuL � i �uLuR � i�~e0LeR þ i �eR~eL þ i �eR~e

0
L

� i�~eLe
0
R þ i �u0Ru0L � i �u0Lu0R;

tr ��½Xþ�
3 ;�� ¼ �uR �uL þ �uL �uR � �~e0ReR þ �e0R~eL � �eR~e

0
L

þ �~eLe
0
R � �u0Ru0L � �u0Lu0R;

tr ��½X��
1 ;�� ¼ � �dLdL þ �dRdR � �eLeL � �~eL~eL þ �eReR

� 2�~� ~�þ �d0Ld0L � �d0Rd0R þ �e0Le0L þ �~e0L~e0R
� �e0Re0R þ 2�~�0~�0;

tr ��½X��
2 ;�� ¼ �i �dRdL þ i �dLdR � i �eReL þ i �eLeR

� i �d0Rd0L þ i �d0Ld0R � i �e0Re0L þ i �e0Le0R;

tr ��½X��
3 ;�� ¼ �dRdL þ �dLdR þ �eReL þ �eLeR � �d0Rd0L

� �d0Ld0R � �e0Re0L � �e0Le0R: (5.26)

The couplings which appear are all ‘‘reasonable,’’ meaning
that they are either Majorana or Dirac masses, or coupling
among the primed particles or the spurious leptons. Setting
all of these to zero we obtain

tr ��½Xþ�
1 ;�� ¼ �eLeL þ �eReR þ �uLuL � �uRuR þ 2 ���;

tr ��½Xþ�
2 ;�� ¼ i �uRuL � i �uLuR;

tr ��½Xþ�
3 ;�� ¼ �uR �uL þ �uL �uR;

tr ��½X��
1 ;�� ¼ � �dLdL þ �dRdR � �eLeL þ �eReR;

tr ��½X��
2 ;�� ¼ �i �dRdL þ i �dLdR � i �eReL þ i �eLeR;

tr ��½X��
3 ;�� ¼ �dRdL þ �dLdR þ �eReL þ �eLeR: (5.27)
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These are the couplings of the standard model in the
absence of right-handed neutrinos. Some of these terms
may vanish depending on the specific chirality assignment,
as discussed before. As it is, the model does not allow for
different masses, apart from some freedom afforded by the
tuning of �H and �0

H.
Note that the remaining eight generators ofMatð4;CÞ do

not commute with these two fuzzy spheres; thus the gauge
symmetry is indeed broken toQ and the generators of color
and baryon number. According to what we explained in the
previous sections this implies that they are massive.

It is worthwhile to elaborate in some detail the explicit
form of the low-energy electroweak Higgs. Consider first
the vacuum without fluctuations. Using

hX�
i ihX�

j i�ij ¼ �2
H; "ijkhX�

i ihX�
j ihX�

k i ¼ �2i�3
H;

(5.28)

the effective potential for �H becomes

VHðhX�
i iÞ ¼ Tr

�
4

g2
�4
H þ c2�

2
H þ 2c3�

3
H

�
: (5.29)

This has a nontrivial minimum in �H � 0 provided c3 � 0
or c2 < 0, and the sign of �H depends on the sign of c3.
Note that these terms have a geometrical interpretation in
terms of field strength on S2N , leading to some protection
from quantum corrections [24].

The vacuum expectation values (VEV’s) of X
�
2 and X

�
3

contain the expected degrees of freedom of the two Higgs
doublets � as in (5.10), parametrizing one complex scalar.
This is as in the minimal supersymmetric standard model;
however, the two doublets are related to each other. They
become independent in the presence of the second fuzzy

sphere (5.22). The VEV of X
�
1 contains scalar degrees of

freedom which are in the adjoint of the electroweak SUð2Þ,
with the same VEV. This is different from the standard
model and should have observable signatures. We therefore
obtain an interesting geometrical interpretation of these
scalar Higgs fields.

Now consider fluctuations around this vacuum. Again,
these include fluctuations of the two Higgs doublets� as in

(5.10), and also fluctuations ofX
�
1 which is in the adjoint of

the electroweak SUð2Þ. More generally, fluctuations on the
fuzzy sphere can be interpreted as scalar (resp. gauge
fields) on S2N.

Vector boson masses.—As explained in Sec. III B, the
vector bosons corresponding to the 4� 4 leptonic block
will acquire particular mass terms in the presence of these

electroweak fuzzy spheres. For example, X
�
1 will contrib-

ute a mass proportional to �2
H to the W bosons.

Furthermore, note that X
0�
1 breaks SUð4Þ into SUð2Þ �

SUð2Þ, which seems quite appealing; this suggests that �0
H

should have a higher scale than �H; on the other hand, X
0�
2;3

lead to electroweak symmetry breaking, which is strange.
This suggests some interplay between the two spheres.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have shown how the matrix model
which gives rise to noncommutative spaces and emergent
gravity can also accommodate a gauge theory with the
features of the standard model. We have seen that a simple
solution with extra (nonpropagating) dimensions contains
all the necessary fundamental fermionic degrees of free-
dom, with a few extra particles which can be set to zero
without prejudice to the model. Also, the basic gauge
symmetries can be accommodated and, with the use of
extra dimensions, the pattern of symmetry breakings can
be substantially reproduced. The breaking happens in two
stages, first some sort of grand-unification breaking and
then the electroweak breaking. Both stages can be accom-
plished either with the presence of a simple (effective)
extra matrix dimension or with the use of fuzzy spheres.
The former mechanism can be considered an effective
version of the latter.
There are several gaps in the constructions, and several

lines of development which hopefully can fill the gaps.
The list of shortcomings includes the fact that there are
some extra Uð1Þ symmetries, the lack of generations,
and the fact that couplings do not differentiate between
fermions and bosons. Clearly the solutions discussed
here are not phenomenologically viable, but we find it
rather inspiring that we have a semirealistic matrix
model from which gravity and gauge theories of a
realistic kind emerge naturally. Among the lines of devel-
opment there is the possibility to have a supersymmetric
version of the model. This type of matrix model is in
fact well suited for supersymmetric extensions, the most
notable example being the IKKT model [6]. Moreover,
the introduction of additional geometrical structures such
as intersecting branes and orbifolds [30] is likely to resolve
at least some of these problems, in particular, the issue
of chirality. Another line of development is a better
understanding of the connections among the extra dimen-
sions in the guise of fuzzy spheres and the results
obtained in string and brane theories. This supports the
hope that the framework of matrix models might be
suitable to approach the goal of a consistent quantum
theory of fundamental interactions including gravity.
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